The Danish Institute at Athens is pleased to invite you to a fun and twisted evening with the two independent performance artists Annika B. Lewis and Andreas Constantinou - and the double-bill LET’S GET PERSONAL & Re:Doing GENDER

Wednesday 15 November at 19.30

Andreas Constantinou and Annika B. Lewis - both based in Denmark - are artists-in-residency at The Danish Institute 15-30 November

LET’S GET PERSONAL - a ‘motivational workshop’
by Annika B. Lewis

Management-culture and self-leadership. Blunders on Facebook and official apologies. The demands on us, that we should give optimal performance and be more and more personal in the public space, increases. But are you ready?

LET’S GET PERSONAL is a satire performance lecture about personal optimizing, radical positioning and collective bedazzlements.

Re:Doing GENDER
by Andreas Constantinou

Andreas presents a short segment of his award-winning solo that challenges patriarchal masculinities and questions normative and non-normative male gender roles.

From classical sculptures of male ideals, a gender confused ape, feminized frolics, a box headed individual, to a full blown crying baby with a man’s body.

Re:Doing GENDER displays one man’s search for an identity amid the gaze of a patriarchal society.

Free entrance and a warm welcome to this informal evening with performing arts, snacks, mingle and artist talks.

Further information on the two performances: [http://www.diatheens.gr/en/events](http://www.diatheens.gr/en/events)